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1. Introduction 

The /3 decay strength function Sf3(E) is one of the most important 
characteristics of the atomic nucl~us. It reflects the distribution of the 
squared ,B-decay matrix elements with respect to the excitation energy of 
the nuclear states of the daughter nucleus [1]. For beta transitions of the 
Gamow-Teller type Sf3(E) can be written down as [2]: 

S (E) = B~(GT, E) 
f3 D( z / 2) , 9v 9A : 

(1) 

(2)· 

where I; and 11 are the spins of the initial and final states, 9A and 
gv are the constants of the axial-vector and vector components of the 
/3 decay, D = (6260 ± 60) s, and t'fa is the product of the_ isospin and 
spin operators giving the respective operators of the Gamow-Teller 13- or 

t3+(EC) decays. 
Level occupancy after the /3 decay, I(E), and the half-life, T1; 2, are 

related to Sf3(E) by the equations [2]: 

(3) 

(4) 

where Q f3 is the total energy available for the /3 decay and J ( Q f3 - E) 
is the Fermi function [3]. 

The structure of Sf3(E) depends on the structure of the atomic nucleus 
and on the isovector component of the effective nucleon-nucleon interac
tion. Information on the structure of Sf3(E) is important for different fields 
of nuclear physics. Prediction of nuclear half-lives [4], analysis of delayed 
processes [5], analysis of element yields in astrophysical processes [6], in 
thermonuclear processes [7], in cosmochronology [8], apd in technological 



calculations [5,8] require knowledge of the structure of strength functions 
for ,8-transitions. 

The present paper deals with the experimental and theoretical study 
of the structure of the strength function for the ,B+(EC) decay of the 
1479Tb nucleus. This nuclide is chosen because it is near the doubly magic 
nucleus 146Gd and thus it is a suitable object for testing different theoret
ical approaches [9]. Besides, its total ,B+(EC) decay energy is quite high 
(QEc '.:::'. 4.6MeV) and it can be produced in the Z-separated (radiochem
ically) and A-separated (by mass separation) forms. 

2. Experimental techniques and data processing 

2 .. 1. Production of sources 

The 1479Tb (1.6 h) source was produced in the spallation reaction with 
tantalum exposed to the internal 660-MeV proton beam from the LNP 
JINR Phasotron . Half an hour after the exposure the tantalum target 
was dissolved and the Tb fraction was separated by chromatographic tech
niques. The 147Tb nuclides were isolated by mass separation of the terbium 

• fraction at the YASNAPP-2 mass separator [10]. The 147Tb ions were col
lected on an Al foil and investigated with a total absorption gamma ray 
spectrometer (Fig. 1). 

2.2. Gamma ray total absorption spectrometer 

The total absorption spectrometer [11] of gamma rays consists of the 
Nal(Tl) crystals 200 mm by 110 mm and 200 mm by 140 mm in size. 
The larger crystal has a 70 mm by 80 mm well into which the nuclei 
under investigation are supplied (Fig. 1) and where ;,., Si(Au) detector is 
installed. Its sensitive layer is 2 mm thick, and it allows detecting beta 
particles. 

Operation of the total absorption spectrometer (TAS) is based on sum
mation of cascade gamma quantum energies in the 47r geometry. With the 
photopeak efficiency of TAS exponentially depending on the energy, the 
area of the total absorption peak in discharge of a level by a cascade of 
gamma quanta does not depend on the decay scheme, and the detection 
efficiency in the total absorption peak is equal to the photopeak detection 

· efficiency for a gamma quantum with an energy equal to the energy of 
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Figure 1: Experimental lay-out for measurement of TAS-gamma-spectra. 
After mass separation the nuclei to be studied are transported either tot ht' 
Ge(Li) detector and HP X-ray detector or to the well of the 47r Nal(Tl) 
detector. .In the well of the Nal(Tl) crystall there is a Si(Au) detector 
(D) of beta particles, wich allows TAS-gamma-spectra to be measured in 
coincidence with beta particles. PMT-photomultipliers. 
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the populated level [2]. Using sources with the known absolute efficiency, 
we experimentally found the total absorption efficiency Etot of a gamma 
quantum cascade to be in the range 0.6-4.2 MeV. In this range Etot expo
nentially depends on the total gamma quantum cascade energy E with an 
error below 6%: 

Etot = exp(-0.44E). (5) 

Relation (5)' does not hold at E-y > 5 MeV. Analyzing spectra from 
TAS at E > ,5 MeV, one must take special measures. In the present paper 
we investigated the structure of SfJ(E) at E ~ 4.2 MeV, where (5) is valid. 

Isolating total absorption peaks in the TAS spectrum, one can find 
the occupancy of the levels J(E), and using (2), find the strength func
tion SfJ(E). The end-point energy of TAS spectra is related to the total 
electron-capture energy QEc [2]. 

2.3. Electronics 

Scintillation in the NaI(Tl) crystals is recorded by two photomultipliers 
FE U-173-1. The crystals are connected to the photomultipliers by a hollow 
light guide with a dull inner surface. Signals from the photomultipliers 
and from the semiconductor Si(Au) detector are amplified and sent to the 
analog-to digital converters (ADC) PA-24K, whose inputs are normally 
disabled (Fig. 2). 

At the same time signals pass through fast amplifiers and arrive at 
the constant fraction (CF) shapers. The thus conditioned semiconductor 
detector signal triggers the controlling unit KL-23K. This unit shapes a 
signal of certain duration applied to bus R2 of the CAM AC highway, which 
enables inputs of all ADCs. Thus, the logic of fast f3 - 1 coincidences is 
realized. Also, a "start" signal is picked off from the front panel of KL-
23K to trigger the multistop time-to-digital converter (TDC). The "stop" 
signals for the TDC are delayed time signals from the CF shapers in both 
gamma channels. The information on the time of signals appearance in the 
,-channel with respect to appearance of signals in the /3-channel is used for 
subsequent event selection. The set-up and data taking are controlled by 
a personal computer connected to the CAMAC highway through a crate 
controller KK-009. 
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Figure 2: Schematic view of the total absorption spectrometer {TAS). The 
471" NaI(Tl) gamma detector is shown on the left. PM-photomultipliers, 
D-Si(Au) detector of beta particles, PA-preamplifiers, A-amplifiers. 
TFA-fast amplifiers, CF-shapers, DL-delay lines, ADC-analog-to-digital 
convertor, TDC-time-to-digital convertor, KL23K-control unit, KK00!-J
crate controller. 
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2.4. Data processing 

The following corrections were taken into account in the processing of 
the experimental data . 

l. In the energy region near QEc there can be distortions due to 
accidental summation of gamma quanta from decay of different nuclei by 
Nal(Tl) crystals (pile-up spectrum). We considered the pile-up spectrum 
under the assumption that the amplitude of the total signal At+2 is equal 
to the sum of the amplitudes of signals A1 and A 2 • In this case, for the 
pile-up spectrum we can use the expression [12]: 

n 

. Sp(n) = const L S(j)S(n - j), n = 1,2,3, ... ,]{, (6) 
j=I 

where Sp(n) is the number of pile-ups in channel "n", S(j) is the 
counting in the j-th channel of the experimental spectrum and J{ is 
the maximum channel of the spectrum. The high-energy region of the 
spectrum near QEc was used for normalization ( determination of "const" 
in eq. (4)). · 

Actually, the amplitude A 1+2 depends on the time between the nuclear 
. decays and varies from A1 , A 2 to A1 + A2 , which results in a spread-out 

shape of the pile-up spectrum in the low-energy region (where pile-ups 
are less than 1 % of the experimental spectrum) while in the high-energy 
region (near QEc) the shape o the pile-up spectrum practically does not 
change. The absolute value of the pile-up spectrum may change in the 
high-energy region, which is corrected by calculating normalization in (6) 
by experimental points. Normalization in ( 4) is calculated as follows: 

L:=ni (S(n) - S1(n)) 
const = K n . . , 

Ln=ni Lj=l S(J )S(n - J) 
(7) 

where S1(n) is the background in the n-th channel. In our experi
ments the total pile-up intensity did not exceed 9% of the total background 
intensity. 

2. The correction for the dead time of the measuring system was found 
by measuring the count of the stable frequency and amplitude generator. 
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3. The background was measured in intervals between source measure
ments. The background varied but slightly in the course of measurement 
and its consideration virtually does not introduce an additional error. 

The main task in processing of TAS spectra at E ~ 5 Me V is to reveal 
total absorption ·peaks. For them, S13(E) is determined quite reliably 
because the area of the total absorption peak at E < 5 MeV does not 
depend on the level de-excitation scheme [2]. But it is rather difficult to 
interpret the rest of the spectrum b~cause the shape of the continuous 
distribution and intensity of the incomplete summation peaks depend on 
the decay scheme. With few (~ 3) peaks remaining in the spectrum ( after 
revealing total ,absorption peaks) arid the known TAS response function, 
it is possible.to analyze all peaks in the spectrum [2, 13]. 

Figure 3 displays a TAS spectrum of gamma rays measured in co
incidence with 13+ particles in the 13+(EC) decay of 1479Tb. The time 
resolution of the spectrometer was about 2 µs. Figure 4 shows a TAS 
spectrum of gamma rays measured in the decay of 1479Tb but without· 
coincidence with 13+ particles. 

The·peaks of maximum energy (E ~ 4 MeV in Fig. 4 and E ~ 3 MeV 
in Fig. 3) are total absorption pe~ks. 

3. Strength function for ,B+(EC) decay of 1479Tb 

Using the procedure of analysis of total absorption spectrum described 
in [2] and our TAS-gamma-spectra, we constructed a strength function for 
the /J+(EC) decay of 1479Tb (Fig. 5a). 

Peaks in S13+(EC) at excitation energies of the 147Gd nucleus E ~ 4 
MeV and E ~- 2 MeV are related to the total absorption peaks in the 
TAS-gamma-spectra and are obtained directly from the analysis of the 
experimental data without any assumptions cif the. decay scheme. The 
peak in S13+(Ec)(E) at E ~ 1.5 MeV is obtained under the model assump
tion that gamma de-excitation of levels populated by the 13+(EC) decay 
involves two gamma quanta of equal energy. Thus, the peak in S(EC)(E) 

(Fig. 5a) at E ~ 4 MeV and peak· in S13+(EC) at E ~- 2 MeV are es
tablished quite reliably while the peak at E ~ 1.4 Me V requires further 
investigation. 

Detailed study of the decay and population scheme of low-spin states in 
147 Gd during the /J+(EC) decay of 1479Tb was carried out in [9] with Ge(Li) 
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for the f3+(EC) decay of 1479Tb (relative units) deduced from the analysis 
of the 1479Tb decay scheme from [9]. 
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and HP Ge detectors. Using the data from [9], we constructed Sa+(EC)(E) 
for f3+(EC) decay of 1479Tb (Fig. Sb). The energies and relative intensities 
of peaks at E '.:::'. 4 MeV and E '.:::'. 2 MeV agree well for 513+(EC)(E) derived 
from the analysis of the TAS-garnma-spectra (Fig .. 5a) and for S,1+(EC)(E) 
derived from the analysis of 1479Tb decay scheme (Fig. 5b ). The intensity 
of the peak at E '.:::'. 1.5 MeV in So+(EC)(E) derived from the analysis of 
the TAS-gamma-spectra exceeds the intensity of the peak in 5£,+(EC)(E) 
derived from the analysis of the 1479Tb decay scheme. This difference 
stems from the model assumptions used by us in the analysis of the TAS
gamma-spectra in excitation energy region E '.:::'.1.5 MeV. Good agreement 
of S(EC)(E) and S13+(EC)(E) peak energies and intensities at E '.:::'. 4 MeV 
and E '.:::'. 2 MeV indicates good agreement with thP 1479Tb dt>cay scheme 
proposed in [9] and/or validity of the So+(EC)(E) determination from TAS
gamma-spectra provided that total absorption peaks are identified. 

4. Theoretical framework 

4.1 Energies and wave functions of the odd nucleus 

We start our nuclear-structure calculation from a realistic hamilto
nian containing a diagonal one-body part (the mean-field single-particle 
part) and a two-body residual interaction part containing antisymmetrized 
two-body matrix elements obtained by G-matrix methods from the Bonn 
one-meson-exchange potential [14]. Defining the particle creation and an

nihilation operators, ct and· c, we obtain 

H ~ t 1~- tt = ~ E:c,CaCa + 4 ~ Vc,J3-y6CaC/3C5C-y , 
(8) 

a c,{3-y5 

where we have used the convention that in the creation and annihi
lation operators greek indices denote all single-particle quantum num
bers a = {~;ma}, and roman indices, when used, de;10te all single
particle quantum numbers ·except the magnetic ones, i.e. a = { 11a. l.,, j 0 }. 

The antisymmetrised two-body interaction matrix element is defined as 
Vc,J3-y5 = (a/3jvj1 0) - (a/31vl«5,). The approximate ground state of the 
even-even reference nucleus is obtained from a BCS calculation, where 
quasiparticle energies and occupation factors Ua and v0 are obtai1wd by 

making a Bogoliubov transformation to quasiparticles 
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t - t -
aµ - UµCµ - VµCµ 

-t - -t 
aµ - UµCµ + VµCµ, (9) 

where at = at - (-l)i+m and ct = ct (-l)i+m. After this transforma-µ -µ µ -µ 

tion the hamiltonian can be written in the form: 

H = L Eaata« + H22 + ll40 + Ho4 + ll31 + ll13, ( 10) 
ex 

where E 0 are the quasi particle energies and other terms of the hamilto
nian are normal-ordered parts of the residual interaction labeled according 
to the number of quasiparticle creation and annihilation operators which 
they contain [15]. 

The optimal quasi particle energies and occupation factors are obtained 
by comparing the results of a BCS calculation with the data for the even
even nuclei involved in the calculation. The monopole matrix elements 
of the two-body interaction are scaled by the pairing-strength parameters 
( separately for protons and neutrons) whose value can be determined by 
comparison with the semiempirical pairing gaps obtained from the proton 
and neutron separation energies [15]. 

In our method of calculation we use in eq. (8) the Coulomb-corrected 
Woods-Saxon single-particle energies ca with the parametrization of [16]. 
By performing the BCS calculation in this basis and comparing the result
ing quasiparticle spectrum with the low-energy spectrum of the neighbor
ing proton-odd and neutron-odd nuclei we obtain information about the 
validity of the Woods-Saxon parametrization of the mean field. If neces
sary, the proton or neutron single-particle energies can be adjusted in the 
vicinity of the fermi surface in order to achieve a more realistic description 
of the one-quasiparticle properties of the neighboring odd nuclei. 

In the next step a correlated ground state and the excited states of 
the even-even reference nucleus are constructed by using the quasiparticle 
random-phase approximation (QRPA). In the QRPA the creation operator 
for an excited state (QRPA phonon) has the form: 

Q~ = L (x:a,At(aa';JwM)-Y,,~,A(aa';JwM)) (11) 
a~a 1 

12 

A 
:1 ;l 

J\ 
·1l 

where the quasiparticle pair creation and annihilation operators are de

fined in the following way At(aa'; J M) = o-~}, [a!a~,LM, A(aa'; J M) = 

o-;;}, [aaaa•] and 0-00, = ✓l + 800,. The greek indices in the context 
JM . -

of a phonon creation or annihilation operator denote phonon spin J and 
parity 1r. Furthermore, they contain an additional quantum nu~ber k 
enumerating the different QRPA roots for the same angular momentum 
and parity. Thus w = {Jw,1rw,kw}- For each value of the angular mo
mentum and parity the spectrum of the even-even nucleus is constructed 
by diagonalizing the QRPA matrix containing the usual submatrices A 
( quasiparticle-quasiparticle interaction) and B (induced by correlations of 
the ground state) [17]. The two-body matrix elements of multipolarity 
J1r, occurring in the A and B matrices, are multiplied by two phenomeno
logical scaling constants,·namely the particle-hole strength, gph, and the 
particle-particle strength gpp [18]. In the present calculation the bare G
matrix value of gpp = 1.0 has been used for all multipolarities. The value 
of gph can be set by the experimental value of the energy of the first J1r 
state and/or the electromagnetic decay rate of the J1r state to the_ground 
state. 

It has to be pointed out that the even-even reference nucleus has been 
used to scale the monopole-pairing part of the two-body matrix elements 
in the BCS calculation and to scale the particle-hole arid particle-particle · 
channels of the other multipolarities in the QRPA calculation. This scaling 
has fixed the JTzJ = 1 interaction part of the hamiltonian (8) and only the 
proton-neutron interaction part is still free for adjustment. However, in 
this work we have not scaled the proton-neutron interaction part (the 
ll31 + H13 part of the quasiparticle hamiltonian in eq. (10)) but, instead, 
used the bare G matrix to describe qualitatively the strength function 
of the ,B+ (EC)- decay of 147Tb. In this case even a qualitative agreement 
with experiment would yield the needed interpretation of the experimental 
results. 

The basis states in our quasiparticle-phonon calculation are constructed 
from the previously determined BCS quasiparticles and the QRPA phonons 
of the studied even~even reference nucleus. Our microscopic quasiparticle
phonon model (MQPM) ~akes the following ansatz for states in an even-
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odd nucleus 

li;jm) = (I: C~a;.jm + L c~j'a [a;.;,Q~]jm) 1-), 
n n3'cx 

(12) 

where I-) denotes the QRPA vacuum of the even-even reference nu
cleus. The hamiltonian and overlap matrix elements between the quasi
particle - phonon states have the following quite simple form: 

l[ t t]t[t t]1 )- . ( ,, .. ) (- anQ<> i an,Q 0 , j - - Oaa'Onn' + A cma n ,J , (13) 

(-1 [atQ~J:H [a;.,Q~,u-) = 

½ (nf!a +En+ nf!a, +En,) (-1 [a!Q~]: [a;.,Q~,] )-) 

+!.J' J' ~ {jn, ja la } 
2 ° 0

' L · · J )n J a 1 

a . 

x (nf!
0 

- En+ nf!0 , - En,+ 2Ea) X;:n,_x;:~cr;;;cr;:~,, 

where !1
0 

denote the QRPA-phonon energies, and 

A (ana'n';j) = 

Jal,, I: [{ J~• J~ 
a )n J 

la} x-a x-a, 8iiay-ay-a'] -1 -1 

J an' an - ~ an an' (J' an a an' • 
a 1 )2 

(14) 

Here craa' = Jl + 8aa' and x::a, = X;:a, - (-l)ia+ia 1-J0 X;:,a. The same 
definition holds for Y. The interaction matrix elements between the one
quasiparticle and quasiparticle-phonon states have the following form: 

· (-1 [Qaan_]. Hat,1-) = 
3m , : 

½ ! <> L Hpp(nn'aa' la) ( UaUa 1 X;:a, - VaVa,Ya';,,) er;:}, -
)n' a:Sa' 

14 

1JOt ~H ( 1 'J )( xa \,'(X) -1 - 3~ L hh aa nn ex Va Va• aa' - UaUa•I aa' (Taa' + 
)n' a:Sa' 

1 JOI ~ H ( I 'J ) ( yo, }ro, ) -1 +3~ L ph aa nn a UaVa••'\aa' + VaUct• aa' (Taa' 
)n' a<a' 

1 J<> ~ H ( 1 'J ) ( • yo, }'o, ) -1 -3~ L hp aa nn ex VaUal,'\.aa' + UaVa' aa' (Taa'' 

)n' a:Sa' 

where 

Hpp(nn'aa'J) = 2vnun,G(nn'aa'J), 

Hhh(nn'aa'J) = 2unvn,G(nn'aa'J), 

Hph(nn'aa'J) = 
2vnvn,F(nn'aa'J) + 2unun,F(n'naa'J)(-1)i,,+in,+J, 

Hhp(nn'aa'.J) = 
2unun,F(nn'aa' J) + 2vnvn,F(n'naa' J)(-l)in+i,,,+J . 

( 15) 

( 16) 

( 17) 

(18) 

(19) 

The overlap between the one-quasi particle and the quasipartide-phonon 
states is always zero. However, the overlap between two quasiparticle
phonon states can be non-zero and the quasiparticle-phonon states form 
a non-orthogonal over-complete basis set. The ansatz ( 12) leads to a gen
eralized hermitian (or real and symmetric) eigenvalue problem which has 
the form [19] : 

~ H .. c(n) - ' ~ s .. c(n) L '3 j - An L '3 j . (20) 
j j 

where H;; = (ilHlj) and S;i = (ilj) is the overlap matrix element be
tween two basis states ( one-quasiparticle or qua.siparticle-phono11 states). 
To solve this rather involved eigenvalue problem we adopt the method 
where we first solve the eigenvalue equation for the overlap matrix S: 

~ S .. u(k) = nku(k) L •i i , . (21) 
j 
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The eigenvectors of eq. (21) can be written in the basis {Ii)} as 

lk) = - 1
- L ut)li) • 

Jri,. i 

(22) 

They have the property of being mutually orthogonal, have a norm 
equal to unity and form a complete set after removing states having eigen
value nk = 0 (this removes the overcompleteness of the set {Ii)}). Using 
the new orthogonal complete set of states (22) we can transform (20). to 
an ordinary real and symmetric eigenvalue problem of the form: 

I:(IIHIJ)gt) = Ang}n), (23) 

J 

where 

(~I - 1 z Hlj) = _ ~ (i)* ..jii?nj 7( uk (klHll)uji) . (24) 

The coefficients of eigenstates are calculated from the g coefficients in 

the following way: • 

en _ ~ · -1/2 (n) (k) 
i - L-nk 9k U; · 

(25) 

k 

In practical calculations one omits states (22) having eigenvalue nk less 
than some set upper limit E. 

In the present work we have examined the ,a+(EC) decay strength 
function of the 147Tb -t 147Gd decay. To do this we have constructed 
the mother and daughter nuclei from 148Dy and 148Gd, respectively. This 
means that we have studied first the spectroscopy of the two aforemen
tioned even-even nuclei to set the parameters of the interaction in a man
ner described earlier in the text. These nuclei then provide our quasi
particles and the QRPA phonons to be used in the ansatz of eq. {12). 
As the next step we construct 147Tb as- a proton-hole nucleus {1 48Dy plus 
a proton quasiparticle) and 147Gd as a neutron-hole nucleus {1 48

Gd plus 
a neutron quasiparticle). In this case the treatment of 

147
Tb and 

147
Gd 

as particle nuclei based on 146Gd would not be reliable since 
146

Gd has 
magic neutron number N =82 and the BCS treatment of closed shells is 

16 

not possible. Only further away from the magic numbers the particle and 
hole treatments are symmetric [19). 

We have performed the calculations in the s-d-g and p-f-h oscillator 
major shells supplemented by the i13; 2 intruder orbital from the next os
cillator major shell. We use the same valence space for neutrons and 
protons. In this case no adjustment of the single-particle energies was 
done but the mean-field part was taken directly from the Woods-Saxon 
calculation. The quadrupole part of the two-body interaction was fixed by 
fitting the experimental energy of the first 2+ state in 148Dy and 148Gd nu
clei. The other multipolarities were assumed to have their bare G-matrix 
value. In the diagonalization of the MQPM super matrix of eq. {20) we 
have used 4 lowest QRPA phonons of multipolarity 2+, 3-, 4 +, 5- and 6+. 
This number of selected m.ultipolarities is enough to stabilize the spectrum 
of 147Tb and 147 Gd. 

4.2. Expressions for allowed beta decay 

In the calculation of beta-decay transition amplitudes one has to know 
the matrix elements of the charge-changing transition densities {CCTD) 
between the initial and final states. The transition amplitude is expressed 
in terms of matrix elements of the CCTD and the single-particle matrix 
elements of the transition operator. In the following equations we write 
explicit expressions of all the needed reduced matrix elements. 

In our formalism we employ the following reduced matrix elements of 
the CCTD between one-quasiparticle states 

[t-J t A (-llan Cn,0>' Lapll-) = LunUpDnn'Dpp', (26) 

{ II [ t - ] t II ) - L O O { 1 )i ,+jn,+L - ap Cn,cP, Lan - - VpVn pp' nn' - P ' (27) 

[t-] t A (-!lap cp,Cn' Lani!-) = LupUnDpp'Dnn', (28) 

(-!Ian [c!,c.i,t a!II-) = LvnVpDnn'Dpp'(-l)jn,+ip,+i. (29) 

These equations describe f3+(EC) transitions between particle states, 
f3+(EC) transitions between hole states, p- tr~nsitions between particle 
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states and /3- transitions between hole states, respectively. Reduced ma
trix elements of the CCTD between a quasiparticle-phouon state and a 

one-quasiparticle state are: 

(-ll[QaanL[c~,cv,]La!II-) = JoLJ x 

[{ 
iv i L } x-CX r: ( l)ip+i+L + 8iin1 Y.- Ol r: ] (''()) . . J pp'tLn,Vp'Unn' - -.-. - nn'vn,Up'Up7/ , ·> 
)n )p1 CX ]2 

(-ll[Qoav] _[c~,cv,ta~II-) = -(-l)i,,,+ip,+L x J,,L] x 
J . 

[{
in i L }. X-cx r: ( l)i .. +i+L+biip'Y.-" r.· ] (''l) . . J nn'Vn,Up'Vpp' - -.-. - pp'Up,VntV1m' . •I 

)p )n1 CX )2 

In equations (30) and (31) only the matrix elements correspo11di11g l.o 
eqs. (26) and (27) are shown. The other two are obtained by interd1a11p;
ing the proton and neutron indices. The reduced matrix eleme11ts of I.he 
CCTD between two quasiparticle-phonou states are: 

(-II [ Qcxan] J c~,cv,] L [a!Q~,]) I-) = 

(32) Jl,J,{f { L}un,uv,(-L)·i+L+j'x 
)n' Jr Jo, . . l · • • j Jex in - cx - r,1 Ojja -r<JI .. n,1 

[
8nn'bpp'8,m, + bpp'JcxJcx, L ({ . J - } xn'axna - ~}na},.,(l) 

a )a cx 1 )n' J 

+JLJ1 { ! ( L } Un,Up1(-J)i+I,+j' X 

)p' )n Jo, 

[ 
• • " ({ j' JOI, )p } ga 5:a' - bj'ja r·cx }'"') l bnn'bpp'bcxcx' - bnn'JcxJcx, W · J · ap ap1 ~ 2 ap

1 
a7, 

a )a cx )p' J' 
-]LJ1J(Xj{>,1•,.1Pp• ~< 

., L} l J - " • {j. • IO •t • I - - I ' ' x- DI xcx' (-l)Jn•+Jp1+L + JJn J Jp Y.Ol I}"; . 
)p )p' pp' n 1n ~2 

~,2 nn P 1' 

~. j~ . JJ [{!: 
This matrix element again corresponds to equation (26) .. The other 

three matrix elements are obtained by interghanging the proton and ueu
tron indices and/or making the substitution Ua -t Va, Va -t -ua. The fi11al 
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expressions for the Gamow-Teller transition amplitudes, for the compar
ative half-life (log(ft)) and the expressions for the reduced single-particle 
matrix elements can be found e.g. in [15, 18]. After the calculations of 
the beta decay matrix elements one can calculate the beta decay strPngth 
function by using eqs. (1) and (2), or the log(ft) values. The beta decay 
strength function of ( 1) is proportional to 1 / ft. 

5. Calculated results and comparison with experiment 

Our theoretical results on the 1479Tb -t 147Gd ,B+(EC) decay have been 
summarized in Table 1 where we give only the final states with strongest 
beta feeding in the QEc-window and omit the rest. In this table we 
show the excitation energy of the final state with respect to the ground 
state of 147Gd (first colu~n), its spin and parity (second column) and, 
finally, the log(ft) value of the corresponding Gamow-Teller tra11sition. 
The initial state is the 1479Tb ground state which i11 our calculation has 
as a dominating component the structure 1479Tb(g.s.) = 146Gd 0 7r2s

1
;

2 
corresponding to the experimentally observed 1/2+ ground state of 1479Tb. 
The resulting theoretical half-life for 1479Tb is 3.8h. 

An interesting observation results from Table 1. At around :J.:l lVleV 
and 4.4 Me V of excitation there are very strong Gamow-Teller foedi11gs of 
final states. The state at 3.3 MeV is a 1/2+ state and the analysis of the 
wave function of this excitation shows that the dominating component i11 
the ansatz (5) is the following: 147Gd(l/2+) ~ 146Gd(3;) 0 vlf7;

2
, i.e. the 

odd neutron particle on the lf7; 2 orbital has coupled to the very collectiw 
first 3- phonon of 146Gd. This phonon is predomi11antly made of proto11 
degrees of freedom since the neutrons occupy a closed shell. Analysis of 
this phonon indicates that the leading single-particle transitions are of the 
type 1r2s1; 2 -t v2s1; 2 , i.e. the neutron part of the fi11al-state 3- phono11 is 
broken, and of the type 1rlf7; 2 -t vlf7; 2 and 1rlf5; 2 -t vlf7; 2 , whert> this 
contribution arises from the 146Gd(3;) 0 7r lf 7 ; 2 and 14tiGd( 3;) 0 7r lfs;

2 
components of the initial ground state. 

At 4.4 MeV of excitation there are very strong transitions t.o a 1/'2+ 
and 3/2+ state. Both of these states have as the dominati11g structure 
146

Gd(5;) 0 v0h9; 2 , i.e. the odd neutron particle on the 0h9; 2 orbital has 
coupled to the collective first 5- phonon of 146Gd. In this case the by far 
lea.ding single-particle transition is of the type 1r0hn;2 -t JJ0h

9
;

2 
arising 

from breaking the proton part of the 5~ phonon of the final state. 
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Table 1: The Gamow-Teller fJ+ / EC decay of the ground state of 1479Tb to 
excited states of 147 Gd. The first column the excitation energy ( relative to 
14 7 Gd ground state) and the second the spin and parity of the final state. 
The third column gives the log(ft) value of the transition to this state. 

II Exe. energy I Spin I log(ft) II 
0.66 112+ 9.5 

1.41 3/2+ 9.6 

1.44 1/2+ 9.0 

1.63 112+ 9.2 

2.21 1/2+ 9.2 

2.66 1/2+ . 9.5 · 

2.75 3/2+ 9.2 
2.7,5 1/2+ 8.9 

3.32 3/2+ 7.6 

3.33 112+ 5.4 

3.69 1/2+ 9.6 

4.43 1/2+ 4.0 

4.43 3/2+ 4.5 

As described above, our calculation predicts at around 4 MeV a strong 
peak in S'(EC) ( E) corresponding to strong Gamow-Teller feeding of the 
1/2+ and 3/2+ states in 147Gd. This theoretical result is in qualitative 
agreement with the experiment. A strong peak with a width 2 0.5 MeV 
and log(Jt) '.::: .5.3 is experimentally observed in S(EC)(E) in the region 
E '.::: 4 MeV (Fig. Sa and Sb). However, our calculation predicts far less 
intense peaks in S13+(Ec)(E) in the low-energy region than experimental 
ones and gives a good 2 times larger half-life of 1479Tb. The reason for this 
might be the vicinity of the N = 82 shell closure which seems to reflect too 
strongly to the details of the calculated wave functions of 147Tb and/or 
141G<l. 

It should be mentioned that the currently developed theoretical ap
proaches to description of the structure of the strength function for beta 
transitions [2, 4, 18, 20, 21] are able to provide correct qualitative trends 
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but do not always allow for a detailed description of S13(E). Especially 
theories which are based on the quasiparticle concept face troubles in the 
immediate vicinity of proton or neutron closed shells. 

6. Conclusion 

1. Using our total ahsorption spectrometer, one can get information on 
the structure of strength functions for beta transitions. In the excitation · 
energy region E ::::; 5 MeV, no nuclear decay scheme data are needed 
for gaining information on the structure of 813(E) provided that total 
absorption peaks are identified. If the range is E 2 5 Me V or in the 
range where the total absorption peaks are not identified, the analysis of 
TAS-gamma-spectra is more difficult and requires information on details 
of the relevant nuclear de.cay schemes. 

2. The strength function for the fJ+(EC) decay of the 147YTb (1.6 h) 
has a distinct resonance character. 

3. The currently used theoretical approach,:s to description of the 
strength function S13+(Ec)(E) usually provide only a correct qu<!,litative 
picture of the /3 decay but do not ensure detailed description of the process 
for a wide range of nuclei. 
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